FEATURES AND STRATEGIES.

As an open architecture, FlashMap Systems markets
FlashAtlas®, a multi-platform solution that is designed
for high performance and scalability. FlashMap
Systems targets large enterprises to manage,
communicate, and deploy complex business
documents and applications.

FlashMap Systems also offers a variety of
tools and services that are designed to
help organizations manage their application
development and deployment processes.

The following tools are available:

- **FlashAtlas**: A multi-platform solution that integrates
  business documents, applications, and systems.
- **FlashLine**: A tool for managing business
documents and applications.
- **FlashMap**: A tool for managing business
  applications and systems.
- **FlashNet**: A tool for managing business
  networks and systems.
- **FlashServer**: A tool for managing business
  servers.
- **FlashDatabase**: A tool for managing business
  databases.
- **FlashSecurity**: A tool for managing business
  security.
- **FlashProject**: A tool for managing business
  projects.
- **FlashChart**: A tool for managing business
  charts.
- **FlashUser**: A tool for managing business
  users.
- **FlashResource**: A tool for managing business
  resources.
- **FlashConfiguration**: A tool for managing
  business configurations.
- **FlashTesting**: A tool for managing business
  testing.
- **FlashDebugging**: A tool for managing business
  debugging.
- **FlashPerformance**: A tool for managing business
  performance.
- **FlashMonitoring**: A tool for managing business
  monitoring.
- **FlashAnalytics**: A tool for managing business
  analytics.
- **FlashVisualization**: A tool for managing business
  visualization.
- **FlashReporting**: A tool for managing business
  reporting.
- **FlashDelivery**: A tool for managing business
  delivery.
- **FlashDeployment**: A tool for managing business
  deployment.
- **FlashSupport**: A tool for managing business
  support.
- **FlashTraining**: A tool for managing business
  training.
- **FlashConsulting**: A tool for managing business
  consulting.
- **FlashSolutions**: A tool for managing business
  solutions.
- **FlashServices**: A tool for managing business
  services.
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  support.
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